Not THAT Robert Shaw
### Across

1. Middle name of actor RS
2. In "Grapes of Wrath" RAS was ___ Station Attendant 1
3. Middle name of conductor RS
4. Massive Beethoven work deemed by RLS to be the composer's best
5. Young RAS was member of London's "Shakespeare Memorial ________"
6. Kingly role that earned RAS an Academy Award nomination
7. Latin for year
8. A RLS Chorale recording of ______'s "Messiah" won a Grammy in 1966
9. Belly, stomach, paunch
10. To __ or not to __
11. Some of 53-across's "Jaws" scene were shot on the open ___
12. RLS Chorale was on a US State Department tour in Russia when the "_____ missile crisis" occurred
13. RAS's character in "Jaws"
14. RLS began his letters to his musicians with "Dear ______"
15. "The Taking of ______ One Two Three" (1974 film starring RAS and Walter Matthau)
16. RAS played gangster "Doyle Lannigan" in "The _____"
17. RLS Chorale toured South America and Russia with Bach "Mass in B _____"
18. Have an obligation to pay
19. State of the 500 race, briefly
20. "Id est," or that is, briefly
21. Alice who worked as arranger and collaborator of RLS and his Chorale for over 20 years
22. RLS conducted the _______ Symphony Orchestra in the state of Georgia
23. RAS portrayed Winston's father Lord ______ in "Young Churchill"
24. RLS's profession (which he did very well)
25. Postal abbreviation for the Beaver State
26. "A Man for ___ _______" (historical drama that earned RAS an Oscar nomination in 1966)
27. Health Maintenance Organization, briefly
28. "Missa Solemnis" composer
29. Film actor Chaney who shared a name with his son. also a film actor
30. Creative expression
31. Something new to turn over
32. "It's a ___ to kill a mockingbird"
33. Number of years RLS conducted in 46-across
34. "Id est," or that is, briefly
35. RLS almost chose the pulpit over the podium to become a ______ like his father
36. Yes, en español
37. "Look __ me, I'm flying," says Peter Pan
38. "Et __, Brute?"
39. Hitchcock's "The Birds" was filmed in Bodega ___
40. "Id est," or that is, briefly
41. Have an obligation to pay
42. Radio-Keith-Orpheum, briefly (major studio during Hollywood's Golden Age)
43. Number of years RLS conducted in 46-across
44. Feed (verb) or artificial theory (noun)
45. Pocketbook, notebook, briefcase
46. RLS's Russia tour choir sang Schoenberg's "Friede auf Erden" (Peace on _____)
47. In "The Royal Hunt of the Sun," RAS, who stars as Francisco Pizarro, invades the Incan Empire in search of gold ______
48. "It's a ___ to kill a mockingbird"
49. ___ what! I don't care.
50. "Id est," or that is, briefly
51. Postal abbreviation for the Beaver State

### Down

1. "A Man for ___ _______" (historical drama that earned RAS an Oscar nomination in 1966)
2. Middle name of conductor RS
3. Massive Beethoven work deemed by RLS to be the composer's best
4. Young RAS was member of London's "Shakespeare Memorial ________"
5. Kingly role that earned RAS an Academy Award nomination
6. Latin for year
7. A RLS Chorale recording of ______'s "Messiah" won a Grammy in 1966
8. Belly, stomach, paunch
9. To __ or not to __
10. Some of 53-across's "Jaws" scene were shot on the open ___
11. RLS Chorale was on a US State Department tour in Russia when the "_____ missile crisis" occurred
12. RAS's character in "Jaws"
13. RLS began his letters to his musicians with "Dear ______"
15. RAS played gangster "Doyle Lannigan" in "The _____"
16. RLS Chorale toured South America and Russia with Bach "Mass in B _____"
17. Have an obligation to pay
18. State of the 500 race, briefly
19. "Id est," or that is, briefly
20. Alice who worked as arranger and collaborator of RLS and his Chorale for over 20 years
21. RLS conducted the _______ Symphony Orchestra in the state of Georgia
22. RAS portrayed Winston's father Lord ______ in "Young Churchill"
23. RLS's profession (which he did very well)
24. "It's a ___ to kill a mockingbird"
25. "Look __ me, I'm flying," says Peter Pan
26. "Et __, Brute?"
27. Hitchcock's "The Birds" was filmed in Bodega ___
28. "Id est," or that is, briefly
29. Have an obligation to pay
30. Radio-Keith-Orpheum, briefly (major studio during Hollywood's Golden Age)
31. Pocketbook, notebook, briefcase
32. "Id est," or that is, briefly
33. "Id est," or that is, briefly
34. "Id est," or that is, briefly
35. "Id est," or that is, briefly
36. "Id est," or that is, briefly
37. "Id est," or that is, briefly
38. "Id est," or that is, briefly
39. "Id est," or that is, briefly
40. "Id est," or that is, briefly
41. "Id est," or that is, briefly
42. "Id est," or that is, briefly
43. "Id est," or that is, briefly
44. "Id est," or that is, briefly
45. "Id est," or that is, briefly
46. "Id est," or that is, briefly
47. "Id est," or that is, briefly
48. "Id est," or that is, briefly
49. "Id est," or that is, briefly
50. "Id est," or that is, briefly
51. "Id est," or that is, briefly
52 ___ Bluff, CA (Northern California city and birthplace of RAS)
53 Director of the movie in which RAS played Quint

37 Text set by 17-across, "For ____ us a child is born"
37 RAS wrote three of these stage dramas and six novels
43 Familiar term for father, or a long-standing PDX eatery, with "Haydn"
47 "Honest" US president, briefly
49 RLS hoped that in the afterlife one should be able to "Occasionally get a ___"
50 British tavern or bar